
  

 

Matrix IR 2.0 Technology Promises Stronger Night Coverage 

By Marketing Dept.  

 

LTS introduces a new Matrix IR 2.0 technology for Network IP cameras to better capture 
forensic details at night in little to no lighting.  

Already being used in the HD-TVI 3MP product line this year, the new technology brings 
big advantages to Network IP such as a longer IR LED lifespan, greater light output, 
wider heat dissipation, and stronger light uniformity by eliminating dark corners on 
surveillance images with the new technology.  

The new technology offers 17.5 times more heat dissipation than Traditional IR and up 
to 20,000 more hours of IR LED life.   

Matrix IR 2.0 technology allows an efficient amount of light to project and maximize 
from reflective surfaces to avoid wasted energy.  

IR technology has come a long way, starting with Traditional IR.  R&D teams continued 
evolving the technology as it had downfalls such as the halo effect and dark corners on 
recorded surveillance images. When Matrix IR was introduced in 2012, it dramatically 
changed how night vision cameras captured images, that technology brightened dark 
areas and eliminated any halo effects.  

With Matrix IR 2.0, security professionals can now get full benefits of higher luminous 
efficiency, longer lifespan and flexibility for both small or large size camera applications 
across all markets.  

To learn more at Matrix IR 2.0 for Network IP, contact your LTS security consultant 
today.  

About LTS  
LTS is a leader in video surveillance solutions in the category surveillance cameras and 
network video recorders. LTS is a U.S. based company with well-developed collaboration 
partners, and acts independently nationwide. Majority of LTS growth is generated by the full 



video product line; network cameras, NVRs, high definition analog, HDTVI cameras and DVRs, 
PTZ, accessories and free application software. For More information, visit 
www.ltsecurityinc.com to learn more. 
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